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LW CRE SW CRE

Net CRE

Too little cloud warming 
in fall/winter

Too much cloud SW 
reflection in summer

Climate models struggle to simulate the surface 
cloud radiative effect annual cycle

Boeke and Taylor (2016; JGR)
Evaluation of the Arctic surface radiation 
budget in CMIP5 models



Seasonal average differences: GA6 vs. GA7.1



Regime Decomposition: Low cloud amount
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Regime Decomposition: Low cloud CLI
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Regime Decomposition: Low cloud CLW
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Regime Decomposition: SFC SW CRE
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CERES
LW CRE: CERES vs. GA6 and GA7.1
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Model experiments
From Bodas-Salcedo (2019)

We use a subset of model experiments to understand the 
influence of specific parameterizations on Arctic cloud 

properties and radiative effects.



Winter Low cloud amount: parameterization impacts
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Summer Low cloud amount: parameterization 
impacts
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GA6 plus experiments: Winter CLW

The large-scale cloud and microphysics scheme shows the 
largest effects on the low cloud liquid water mixing ratio.
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GA6 plus experiments: Winter LW CRE

The cloud microphysics scheme shows the largest effects on the 
low cloud liquid water mixing ratio.
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Takeaways…
• The regime decomposition approach shows the contributions from 

different meteorological conditions to differences and is useful for 
model evaluation against observations and when trying to understand 
changes between model versions.

• The regime approach highlights the fact that domain averaged changes 
in cloud properties are often the results of compensating contributions 
from differently by meteorological regimes. 

• Our work indicates, that the effect of a changes in a model 
parameterization can strongly depend upon meteorological regime and 
often have compensating effects.

• Lastly, the regime approach also points to important compensating 
effects between changes in meteorology frequency of occurrence and 
cloud property changes resulting from the parameterizations. This 
means that processes that do not directly influence the cloud 
properties, but influence the regime frequency of occurrence, can 
influence the domain average cloud properties and model biases.


